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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will
be provided after the shipment.Paperback Pages. Number: 352 Application of Higher Mathematics
at the upper two. Volume I consists of vector algebra and analytic geometry. functions. limits and
continuity. differential calculus. applications of differential calculus. integral calculus of functions of
one variable. the binary function calculus. etc. a total of six chapters and the reference number of
teaching hours for 82 hours. Volume includes ordinary differential equations. series. determinant.
matrix. linear equations. random events and their probability. random variables and their
distribution. the numerical characteristics of random variables. law of large numbers and central
limit theorem. parameter estimation. assuming test. numerical simulation. mathematical modeling.
preliminary. etc. a total of 13 chapters. the reference number of teaching hours for 72 hours. The
number of hours does not contain * part. * part of the contents for each school based on the actual
selection. Book is necessary and sufficient degrees. compared with the ordinary specialist Higher
Mathematics textbook. made a larger reform. the main features embodied in the following four
areas: (1) retain higher mathematics core content teaching hours. a relatively large compression to
adapt to...
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Reviews
I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to
understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II
Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again later on. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela B lick
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